
The smartest decentralized 

research platform
Phase Zero’s cloud-based platform couples patient engagement and 

AI technology to dramatically ensure better data collection at the 

source. 

Accelerate study build
 Create beautiful forms using an intuitive interfac

 Use pre-built templates or create your ow

 Add unlimited forms and data fields


Improve data quality
 Real-time recommendations to improve survey question

 Automatically map values to medical ontologie

 Standardize variables across your organization


Increase response rates
 Engage patients before and after clinical encounter

 Collect and measure patient-reported outcome

 Customize email and SMS messaging


Identify trends with analytics
 Analyze patient trends and predictors of patient outcome

 Quickly filter and group specific patient populatio

 Use data to inform decision-making and research


Centrally manage documentation
 Access clinical documentation in one central plac

 Go back in time and see previous versions of document

 Compliant digital signatures


And more!
 HIPAA complian

 CFR Part 11 read

 Integrate with EHR, EMR, and other data sources


Phase Zero makes patient outcomes assessment easy



Who we serve
Contract research organizations

Accelerate clinical trials by increasing build speed and 

improving data quality.

Biotech and pharma research

Efficiently manage data for your trials and registries on the 

best electronic data capture system.

Healthcare providers

Capture quality performance metrics and identify trends and 

predictors of patient outcomes.

Academic researchers

Build your study, start collecting data, and leverage our 

analytics to uncover new findings.

To learn how Phase Zero can help your organization, please visit 
www.phasezero.co or reach us at hello@phasezero.co

Product Comparison

A smarter, better, faster research platform

You own the data

Phase Zero

check-circle

Qualtrics

check-circle

REDCap

check-circle

Study designer & 
EDC platform check-circle check-circlecheck-circle

Capture & analyze 
longitudinal data check-circle times-circlecheck-circle

Automated patient 
engagement check-circle times-circletimes-circle

Multicenter 
collaboration check-circle check-circletimes-circle

Full-service 
customer support check-circle check-circletimes-circle

HIPAA compliant & 
CFR Part 11 ready check-circle times-circlecheck-circle

“
Phase Zero has significantly improved my 
ability to track clinical quality outcomes while 
easing the administrative burden on both 
physicians and staff.

Dr. Ryan Neilan, Texas ENT Specialsts


“
Our residents have found Phase Zero very 
intuitive and easy to use. Their customer 
service always responds promptly and is 
super helpful.

Dr. Sagar Galwankar, Florida State University



